Occasional Teacher Evaluation: Provincial Framework
and Evaluation Template

The purpose of the Occasional Teacher (OT) Evaluation: Provincial Framework is to establish the core
requirements of the OT evaluation and to capture some effective practices when conducting an evaluation.
This framework and the accompanying OT Evaluation Template (Appendix A) may be used as is or adapted
by the district school board, in collaboration and with the agreement of the local union(s).
The Occasional Teacher Evaluation: Provincial Framework and Template was developed on the basis of
recommendations provided by key education partners. The Ministry of Education wishes to thank the
provincial teacher federations, principal associations and board/trustee organizations which participated in
the development process.

1. Introduction
The Occasional Teacher Evaluation is designed to support the ongoing professional growth of occasional
teachers through dialogue and feedback with the principal on their teaching practice and to increase
confidence in the publicly funded education system.
Under Ontario Regulation 274/12 – Hiring Practices, part of the requirements for an occasional teacher on
the long term occasional (LTO) list to apply for a posted permanent position is to have completed a long
term occasional contract of at least 4 months long and in respect of which the teacher has not received an
unsatisfactory evaluation. The OT Evaluation process outlined in this document meets this requirement of
the regulation.
For the purposes of the OT Evaluation, the term ‘long term occasional’ refers to a contract of four months or
more.1 In addition, the term ‘principal’ throughout this document refers to the principal or vice-principal of
the school.
During the implementation of the OT Evaluation, the applicability of previous OT evaluations conducted
using a locally developed process and/or template in relation to the requirements of O. Reg. 274/12 may be
considered by the local partners. Boards and union locals may also agree to uphold or replace the district’s
current OT evaluation processes; however, the outcomes of the evaluation must comply with the
requirements of O. Regulation 274/12 (see 2.4 Outcome of Evaluation).

2. The Provincial Framework
The Occasional Teacher Evaluation is derived from the Ontario College of Teachers’ Standards of Practice
for the Teaching Profession and, more specifically, the Teacher Performance Appraisal (TPA). The
performance expectations identified in the OT Evaluation are fewer and more generalized than the TPA
competencies required of permanent contract teachers. This is in recognition of the circumstances and
continuum of development of an occasional teacher.
NOTE: The OT Evaluation is not considered equivalent to a TPA and does not exempt a teacher
from the requirements of TPA once in a permanent position.

____________________
1. As referenced in Ontario Regulation 274/12
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2.1 Performance Expectations
The seven performance expectation statements that form the basis of the Occasional Teacher Evaluation
describe the skills, knowledge and attitudes that occasional teachers reflect in their practice. The
observable indicators listed within each performance expectation are possible ways the occasional teacher
could demonstrate the expectation; these indicators are not intended to be an exhaustive list and not all
need to be demonstrated during the teacher’s LTO assignment (see Table 1). The principal may include
other examples of how the expectation was or was not demonstrated in the comments section provided on
the OT Evaluation Template (see Appendix A).
For each performance expectation the principal checks either “Meets Expectation” or “Development
Needed” on the OT Evaluation Template. In addition, the principal may write comments or provide
examples of how the expectation was or was not demonstrated.
NOTE: The observable indicators listed for each performance expectation (see Table 1) are possible ways
the occasional teacher could demonstrate the expectation; these indicators are not intended to be an
exhaustive list and do not all need to be demonstrated during the teacher’s LTO assignment.
Table 1. Performance Expectations and Possible Observable Indicators for the OT Evaluation
Performance Expectations

Possible Observable Indicators


Creates a safe and inclusive learning
environment






Models and promotes positive and respectful
student interactions








Demonstrates effective classroom management
strategies




Demonstrates knowledge of the Ontario
curriculum








Plans and implements meaningful learning
experiences for all students







follows appropriate legislation, local policies, and
procedures with regard to student safety and welfare
ensures and models bias-free assessment
values and promotes fairness and justice and adopts antidiscriminatory practices with respect to gender, sexual
orientation, race, disability, age, religion, culture, or similar
factors
communicates information from a bias-free, multicultural
perspective
models and promotes the joy of learning
effectively motivates students to improve student learning
demonstrates a positive rapport with students
promotes polite and respectful student interactions
develops clear and achievable classroom expectations with
the students
demonstrates care and respect for students by maintaining
positive interactions
addresses inappropriate student behaviour in a positive
manner
exhibits an understanding of the Ontario curriculum when
teaching
presents accurate and up-to-date information
demonstrates subject knowledge and related skills
applies knowledge about how students develop and learn
physically, socially, and cognitively
chooses pertinent resources for development of instruction
organizes subject matter into meaningful units of study and
lessons
uses a clear and consistent format to plan and present
instruction
uses a variety of effective instructional strategies
models and promotes effective communication skills
uses instructional time in a focused, purposeful way
assists students to develop and use ways to access and
critically assess information
uses available technology effectively
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Differentiates instructional and assessment
strategies based on student needs, interests and
learning profiles





Utilizes a variety of evidence–based assessment
and evaluation strategies





shapes instruction so that it is helpful to all students, who
learn in a variety of ways
responds to learning exceptionalities and special needs by
modifying assessment processes to ensure needs of special
students are met
uses a variety of techniques to report student progress
engages in meaningful dialogue with students to provide
feedback during the teaching/learning process
gathers accurate data on student performance and keeps
comprehensive records of student achievement
uses a variety of appropriate assessment and evaluation
techniques
uses ongoing reporting to keep both students and parents
informed and to chart student progress

2.2 Meetings
The meetings in the evaluation process promote professional dialogue between the principal and the
occasional teacher. Prior to the observation, the principal and occasional teacher meet to discuss an
overview of the evaluation process and evidence that will be considered in the evaluation (e.g., classroom
observation, planning records, and assessment and evaluation records). If there is more than one
occasional teacher at the school who requires an evaluation, the principal may host one meeting with all
such OTs. The occasional teacher may request a one-on-one meeting with the principal in advance of the
classroom observation to discuss items related to the evaluation that are specific to his or her evaluation.
Following the observation, the principal and the occasional teacher meet to debrief the observation, discuss
the outcome of the evaluation and provide recommendations for professional growth.
2.3 Classroom Observation
The principal observes the occasional teacher at least once in his or her regular instructional setting at a
time that is pre-determined by both parties. The date of the observation is recorded on the OT Evaluation
Template.
2.4 Outcome of Evaluation
The principal determines an evaluation outcome for the occasional teacher as a final consideration in
completing the OT Evaluation Template. The principal uses his or her professional judgement in weighing
the evidence in relation to the seven performance expectations detailed in Table 1 and deciding on an
evaluation outcome of “Satisfactory” or “Unsatisfactory” (NOTE: per O. Reg. 274/12, the possible
outcomes of the OT Evaluation must include, but are not limited to, “Satisfactory” and “Unsatisfactory”).
The evaluation outcome assigned to the occasional teacher is in effect until another OT Evaluation is
completed. Per Ontario Regulation 274/12, a teacher who receives an evaluation outcome of
“Unsatisfactory” is considered not eligible to apply for permanent positions within the school board until
such times as a “Satisfactory” outcome is received in a subsequent LTO assignment.
2.5 Recommendations for Professional Growth
The principal makes recommendations to the occasional teacher on areas for professional growth. These
recommendations may then be used by the occasional teacher to reflect on his or her progress and to
develop goals for growth.
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3. Occasional Teacher Evaluation Template
An OT Evaluation Template (see Appendix A) is completed by the principal as a means to document the
outcome of the evaluation. It may also be used by occasional teachers to reflect on the feedback they
received and to identify opportunities for growth.
The principal may provide comments on the overall rating of the occasional teacher in the section provided
on the OT Evaluation Template. The occasional teacher may provide comments on the evaluation in the
section provided on the OT Evaluation Template.

4. Scheduling Requirements
4.1 Frequency
Occasional teachers are to be evaluated in their first long term occasional contract of 4 months or more.
Depending on the transition parameters set locally (see section 1. Introduction), this may be the OT’s first
LTO since the implementation of this OT Evaluation process or, if a prior evaluation is recognized, their first
LTO with the board.
If the evaluation outcome is “Unsatisfactory”, another OT Evaluation process occurs when the Occasional
Teacher requests it in a subsequent long term occasional contract of 4 months or more.
The principal may conduct additional evaluations at the request of the occasional teacher or if the principal
considers it advisable to do so in light of the circumstances related to the occasional teacher’s performance.
4.2 Timing of the Evaluation
When considering the timing of the evaluation, the principal should consider what is reasonable given the
duration of the LTO contract, the opportunity for the occasional teacher to adjust to the teaching
assignment, and the time required to complete the evaluation process.
The timing of the evaluation is at the discretion of the principal; however, the complete evaluation process is
to occur within the duration of the LTO contract, including providing the completed OT Evaluation Template
to the occasional teacher.
The date of the classroom observation is pre-determined by both parties and recorded on the OT
Evaluation Template.

5. Documentation Requirements
5.1 Responsibilities of the Principal and Occasional Teacher
The principal provides a copy of the completed OT Evaluation Template to the occasional teacher prior to
the expiration of the occasional teacher’s contract within that school. The occasional teacher signs the OT
Evaluation Template to indicate receipt of the document.
The principal provides a copy of the completed OT Evaluation Template to the board for retention in the
board’s records.
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5.2 Responsibilities of the Board
The board identifies and communicates to the principal:
• Occasional teachers who require an evaluation in a 4-month or longer LTO contract; and
• OT applicants to permanent contract postings who are deemed eligible to hire based on the
outcome of their most recent OT Evaluation.
The board retains a copy of the completed OT Evaluation Templates in its records, per its document
retention protocols.
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